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This book traverses three pivotal human rights struggles of the post-September 11th era: the American human rights campaign to challenge the Bush administration's "War on Terror" torture and detention policies, Middle Eastern efforts to challenge American human rights practices (reversing the traditional West to East flow of human rights mobilizations and discourses), and Middle Eastern attempts to challenge their own leaders' human rights violations in light of American interventions. This book presents snapshots of human rights being appropriated, promoted, claimed, reclaimed, and contested within and between the American and Middle Eastern contexts. The inquiry has three facets: first, it explores intersections between human rights norms and power as they unfold in the era. Second, it lays out the layers of the era's American and Middle Eastern encounter on the human rights plane. Finally, it draws out the era's key lessons for moving the human rights project forward.
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Basic NEC with Broadcast ApplicationsFocal Press, 2008
The development of computer programs for modeling antennas began in the 1960s when main-frame computers were making advancements. Modeling codes that could run on desktop computers made their appearance in the early 1980s. The design of directional antenna arrays for medium-frequency (MF) broadcasting stations has a much longer history, however,...
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Mass Spectrometry for Drug Discovery and Drug Development (Wiley Series on Mass Spectrometry)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Facilitates the discovery and development of new, effective therapeutics


	With coverage of the latest mass spectrometry technology, this book explains how mass spectrometry can be used to enhance almost all phases of drug discovery and drug development, including new and emerging applications. The book's fifteen chapters...
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php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study GuideMarco Tabini, 2006
Zend's new PHP 5 Certification Exam represent an excellent tool for professional  PHP developers who want to distinguish themselves in their field.  php|architect's Zend PHP 5 Certification Study Guide, edited and produced by  the publishers of php|architect magazine, provides the most comprehensive and  thorough preparation tool for developers who...
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Neighbor Law: Fences, Trees, Boundaries and NoiseNolo, 2001
The world is full of barking dogs and trespassing trees, spite  fences and 2 a.m. rock fests, but your neighbor's lack of  consideration needn't be your lifelong headache. The Nolo Press guide  to Neighbor Law, eruditely and accessibly written by attorney  Cora Jordan, explains all the laws relevant to noise, obstructed  views, and...
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Ubuntu Hacks: Tips & Tools for Exploring, Using, and Tuning LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
The Ubuntu distribution simplifies Linux by providing a sensible collection of applications, an easy-to-use package manager, and lots of fine-tuning, which make it possibly the best Linux for desktops and laptops. Readers of both Linux Journal and TUX Magazine...
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Neural Network Design and the Complexity of LearningMIT Press, 1990

	Using the tools of complexity theory, Stephen Judd develops a formal description of associative learning in connectionist networks. He rigorously exposes the computational difficulties in training neural networks and explores how certain design principles will or will not make the problems easier.

	

	Judd looks beyond the scope...
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